In this article we present an evaluation of the uncertainty in the average number of photoelectrons, which is important for the calibration of photodetectors. We show that the statistical uncertainty depends on light intensity, and on the method of evaluation. For some cases there is optimal light intensity where the accuracy reaches its optimal value with fixed statistics. A method of photoelectron evaluation based on extraction of pedestal's (zero) probability gives best accuracy at approximately 1.6 photoelectrons.
Introduction
In many applications where photodetectors with internal gain are used, a Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) is one of the key parameters. Measurement of the PDE is often based on the evaluation of the average number of photoelectrons produced by incident photons from a calibrated pulsed light source operating at low intensity. An average number of photoelectrons could also be used for gain evaluation of the photodetector. It is well-known that a distribution of photoelectrons for uncorrelated photons follows a Poisson distribution. In realistic cases this distribution is always convoluted with the response of the photodetector and its noise and background processes [1] . There are many ways to evaluate the average number of photoelectrons: fitting of a spectrum with expected response function (best precision), estimation of sigma of Poisson by a mean value of the distribution, by evaluating the probability for zero (pedestal) events, etc. The latter method is often considered as a compromise between simplicity and precision of the evaluation. Especially in cases where a real response function is unknown or very complex. It is well-known that an overall precision is presented by statistical and systematical accuracies. Here we show that statistical precision also depends on the method of evaluation and the light intensity. Optimization of the light intensity could be very important for mass testing or multiple tests of the photodetectors where number of events is limited by short acquisition time. In particular, this method is applicable to the PMT mass test procedure described in [2] .
Evaluation of measured accuracy of average number of photoelectrons
Here we present a mathematical method of evaluation of the error as a standard deviation. It is well-known that the number of photoelectrons, µ, follows Poisson distribution [1] :
where P n gives the probability that n number of photoelectrons are observed with a mean of µ. In a real measurement the probability of the n th bin could be measured as a ratio of extracted (somehow) number of events in the n th photoelectron peak N n to a total number of events in histogram N:
By using measured P n we can evaluate average number of photoelectrons by solving (1) . The most simple case is n = 0 then:
and:
where N 0 is the number of pedestal (zero) events. In the general case (n 0) µ could be found as:
where W is the Lambert function. Since µ could be expressed as a function of N n , the µ error could be found as:
where σN n gives the error in the number of events in the n th Poisson bin. This error is driven by the systematic error of extracting the n th photoelectron peak and statistical error. The first error depends on the accuracy of knowing the true photosensor response function (including noise and background processes) and methods of peak extraction as: cutting a range in histogram, fitting the histogram and others. Statistical error is mainly driven by statistical fluctuations in the n th peak. The standard method is to perform calibration by running data acquisition within an external trigger. Therefore each part of the acquired histogram fluctuates following a binomial distribution:
where q n = 1 − P n is the absence probability; By using(2) we can obtain:
It is well known that:
By placing P n as (1) one can get
By using (8), (9), (10) σµ n can be expressed as:
By placing P n from (1) eventually we obtain a relative error as:
We would like to note that (12) can also be obtained by using differentiation of equations (4), (5) . This equation allows for the adjustment of optimal light intensity to obtain better accuracy of the µ evaluation by using any Poisson bin -pedestal or n th photoelectron peak. Currently, the method to evaluate µ by using the number of pedestal events (zero events) is widely used, e.g. [3] . We would like to note that the pedestal method is robust and may avoid consideration of some of additional (internal) photodetector multiplication processes which can distort the distribution, e.g. cross-talks in SiPM [4] . In this case statistical accuracy can be evaluated as:
The function (13) (it is not fitting) and MC simulation are presented in fig.1 for two different numbers of events N. The simulation was performed by using the TRandom generator for Poisson numbers in the ROOT package [5] . We generated N numbers with initial average µ init and evaluated µ eval from the number of zero events using (4). Then we repeat the simulation at each point 1000 times and calculate and average < µ eval > and RMS µ eval . Each point in fig.1 is a relative accuracy, which was evaluated as < µ eval > /RMS µ eval . The deviation of simulation points of the relative accuracy from the theoretical curve for µ over 4 photoelectrons and N = 1000 events is explained by low statistics and discrete number of events in pedestal. We would like to point out that in the ideal case where we can extract and analyze all Poisson bins the accuracy will improve proportionally to sigma of the overall Poisson distribution:
and the relative accuracy will be proportional:
There is a method which is also widely used to evaluate the average number of photoelectrons when the single photoelectron resolution is poor or a photodetector has very small gain and extraction of pedestal from the signal is impossible. In this case the number of photoelectrons can be evaluated by using a relative Poisson sigma. And here one can improve statistical accuracy by adjusting to higher intensity of the light. The systematic uncertainty in this case is mainly driven by a pedestal width (RMS of noise) with respect to signal RMS and a lack of knowledge of the excess noise factor of the photodetector -ENF [6] .
Conclusions
We would like to point out that light optimization is especially important for multiple measurements. A necessary accuracy could be reached by increasing the number of acquisitions (events). The described estimation and optimization of uncertainty of the average number of photoelectrons we propose for those methods which are based on evaluation of zero's probability or where extraction of n th photoelectron peak is preferable. As an example, we may consider the importance of this method for tests at the scanning station, which is described in [2] . To extract the average number of photoelectrons from a PMT spectrum in the scanning station, the evaluation is based on the number of pedestal events could be applied as much more robust when compared to fitting. The DAQ of the station is provided by the DRS4 evaluation board which takes about 500 events/sec maximum. For the PMT scanning procedure, where a single tube is tested in 168 points, the acquisition is restricted by 10000 events per measuring point in order to provide reasonable overall testing time one hour. From fig.1 for N = 10000 we may obtain statistical accuracy of about 1% with light intensity of 1.6 photoelectrons.
